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1 Introduction 

In this proceeding, we give a summary of our papers [HKK20, HKK21] on stochastic quan
tization associated with the exp(cI>)rquantum field model as a sequel of the review paper 
contributed to the proceedings of "Probability Symposium in 2020" (RIMS K6kyilroku, 
N o.2177). For the background of our problem and related previous results, we refer the 
interested readers to it. 

Let A= 11'2 = (JR/21rZ) 2 be the two-dimensional torus and W ={Wt= (Wt(x))xEA}t::>o 
be a standard £ 2 (A)-cylindrical Brownian motion defined on a filtered probability space 
(0, F, (Ft)t::>o, lP'). We consider the following stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE 
in short) driven by an lR-valued Gaussian space-time white noise (Wt)t:;,o: 

(1.1) 
1 0: . 

Otcl>t(x) = 2(6 - l)cl>t(x) - 2 exp0 (o:cI>t)(x) + Wt(x), t > 0, x EA, 

where 6 = ( 8~ 1 )2 + ( 8~2 )2, x = ( x 1 , x 2 ) E A be the Laplacian on A with periodic boundry 
condition, o: E lR is a fixed parameter, called the charge parameter, and the rigorous 
meaning of the drift term exp0 (o:cI>t) is given in the next section. This SPDE is a called 
the (parabolic) stochastic quantization equation associated with the exp( cl> )2-quantum field 

model in finite volume. The exp(cI>)2-quantum field (or the exp(cI>)2-measure) µt6 is a 
probability measure on D'(A), the space of distributions on A, which is given by 

(1.2) 
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where the massive Gaussian free field µ0 is the Gaussian measure on D'(A) with zero 
mean and the covariance operator (1-6)-1, the Wick exponential exp0 (acp)(x) is formally 
introduced by the expression 

(1.3) X EA, 

and 

Z~~J = { exp ( -1 exp0 (acp)(x)dx )µ0 (dcp) > 0 
frY(A) A 

is the normalizing constant. The diverging term JEµo [cp(x )2] in (1.3) plays a role of the Wick 
renormalization. We remark that the SPDE (1.1) is regarded as a random perturbation 
of the gradient flow of the functional 

1i(cp) = ~ 1 { cp(x) 2 + lv'c/>(x)li2 + exp0 (acp(x)) }dx, cp E D'(A) 

driven by the Gaussian space-time white noise (Wt)t>O· 
Since the measure µ~6 was first introduced by-H0egh-Krohn [H0e71] in the "L2-

regime" lal < -v'47r, it is also called the H{Jegh-Krohn model. On the other hand, Kahane 
[Kah85] constructed the (law of the) random measure "exp0 (acp)(x)dx" on A, called the 
Gaussian mulptiplicative chaos (GMC in short), in the "£1-regime" lal < -J&r. After 
that, GMC has been received much attention in connection with topics like the Liouville 
conformal field theory and the stochastic Ricci flow. See e.g., [DSll, RV14, Berl 7, DS19] 
and references therein. We should also mention that Kusuoka [Kus92] independently 
studied the measure µi~6 in L1-regime. 

Due to the singularity of the nonlinear drift term exp0 (a<I>t), the construction of a 
solution to the SPDE (1.1) has been a challenging problem over the past years. Albeverio 
and Ri:ickner [AR91] first constructed a weak solution of (1.1) (in JR.2 instead of 11'2 ) in 
L2-regime by using the Dirichlet form theory. We also mention [AKMR20] as a related 
paper. On the other hand, based on the idea of Da Prato and Debussche [DPD03], Garban 
[Gar20] constructed the unique strong solution to (1.1) (for the case where (6 - 1) is 
replaced by 6) in a more restrictive condition than lal < -y'4Jr. 

In [HKK21], we constructed the unique time-global solution to (1.1) in the full L2-

regime. After that, we obtained a similar result in the full £1-regime in [HKK20]. This 
paper consists of the following three parts. 

(i) Existence and uniqueness of the time-global strong solution to the SPDE (1.1) 
(Section 2). 

(ii) Invariance of the exp(<I>)2-measure µi~6 under the strong solution (Section 3). 

(iii) Relation between the strong solution and a weak solution obtained via the Dirichlet 
form approach (Section 4). 

We mention that, after [HKK21], Oh, Robert and Wang [ORW19] independently obtained 
the time-global unique solution to (1.1) in the L2-regime. Later in [ORTW20], together 
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with Tzvetkov, they studied the massless case on two-dimensional compact Riemannian 
manifolds in the £ 2-regime. In [ADG19], Albeverio, De Vecchi and Gubinelli [ADG19] 
studied the elliptic stochastic quantization equation associated with the exp(<I>)2-measure 
µi~i. Beisides, in a quite recent paper [HKK21 +], we studied stochastic quantization for 
weighted exp( <I> h-measures. 

2 Time-global strong solution 

2.1 Main theorem and the strategy of the proof 

We first introduce some notations. Let { ek}kEZ2 be a complete orthonormal system of 
L 2 (A; C) defined by 

1 
e (x) = -ev'=Ik-x 

k 27f ' k E 'JJ,,2' X E A. 

For f E TJ'(A) and k E '11}, denote by ](k) = JA f(x)e-k(x)dx the k-th Fourier coefficient. 
Denote by H• = (l-L,_)-•/2 L2 (A) (s E JR) the £ 2-Sobolev space on A, and by B;,q (s E JR, 
p, q E [1, oo]) the Besov space on A. See [HKK20, Section 1.3] for details. Note that, the 
Gaussian measure µ0 and the exp(<I>)2-measure µi~i has a full support in H-0 for any 
E > 0 and lo:I < J&r (see [HKK20, Corollary 2.2]). 

In this section, we construct the strong solution to the SPDE (1.1). Since <l>t is 
expected to take values in TJ'(A) \ C(A), we need to consider a renormalization. 

Hypothesis 1. 7/; : lR2 ---+ [O, 1] is a function satisfying the following properties: 

(i) 7/;(0) = 1 and 1/;(x) = 7/J(-x) for any x E JR2 . 

(ii) supxEIR2 lxl 2+"'17/J(x)I < oo for some"'> 0. 

(iii) supxEIR2 lxl-(li/J(x) - 11 < oo for some ( > 0. 

In the above hypothesis, 7/J need not be continuous except at the origin. For example, 
the indicator function of the disc { x E JR2 ; lxl < 1} is allowed. For such a function 7/;, we 
define the Fourier cut-off operator PN on TJ'(A) by 

(2.1) PNf(x) = L 1/;(rNk)](k)ek(x), NE N, X EA. 
kEZ2 

It follows from Hypothesis 1 that PN maps H-1- 0 to C(A) for small c > 0. This implies 
that the regularized cylindrical Brownian motion ( PN Wt)t>o is a continuous function lP
almost surely. 

Theorem 2.1 ([HKK20, Theorem 1.1]). Assume that 7/J satisfies Hypothesis 1. Let lo:I < 
J&r, p E (1, !~ /\ 2), and E > 0. For any NE N, consider the initial value problem 

(2.2) 
t > 0, 
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where cp E V'(A) and 

Then for µ0 -almost every cp E V'(A), the unique time-global classical solution <I>N con
verges as N -too to a B;,;-valued stochastic process <I> in the space C([0, T]; B;,;) for any 
T > 0, rr»-almost surely. Moreover, the limit <I> is independent of the choice of 'lj;. 

We call this <I> the strong solution to the SPDE (1.1) with the initial value cp. To prove 
Theorem 2.1, we use the Da Prato-Debussche trick [DPD03], that is, we decompose the 
solution of (2.2) by <I>N = XN + yN, NE N, where XN and yN solve 

(2.3) 
t > o, 

and the "shifted" equation 

(2.4) 
t > 0, 

respectively. Note that XN is equal to PNX, where X is the infinite-dimensional Ornstein
Uhlenbeck process given by the unique solution to the stochastic heat equation 

(2.5) 
t > 0, 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 consists of the following two steps. 

(i) Convergence of exp ( aX{' - ~2 CN) (Section 2.2). 

(ii) Convergence of yN (Section 2.3). 

It is easy to show step (i) from the convergence results for the Wick exponential of the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (see Theorems 2.2 and 2.4). To show step (ii), in Theorem 
2.5, we solve the deterministic "shifted" equation 

(2.6) {
8/"ft = ~(6 - l)Yt - ~e"'y'Xt, 

Y0 = v, 

t > 0, 

for a given family { Xt h>o of nonnegative distributions. Note that nonnegativity of the 
distribution Xt enables us to make a rigorous meaning of the multiplication of e"'Y' and 
Xt. In contrast to the standard fixed point argument as in [DPD03, Gar20], we do not 
construct any contraction map for existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.6). We 
mention our new approach for this equation briefly in Section 2.3. 
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2.2 Gaussian multiplicative chaos 

To prove the convergence of exp ( aX{" - ~2 CN), we recall the almost sure convergence 

result obtained in [HKK20]. 

Theorem 2.2 ([HKK20, Theorem 2.1]). Let X be an V'(A)-valued random variable de
fined on the probability space (0, F, IP) with the law µ0 • Assume that 'lj; satisfies Hypothesis 
1 and consider the approximation 

NEN, 

Let lal < Js;: and choose parameters p, (3 such that 

(2.7) ( a 2 2 ) (3E -(p-1),-(p-l). 
41r p 

Then the sequence { exp'K,( aX)} NEN converges in the space B;,ff, IP-almost surely and 
in LP(IP). Moreover, by regarding exp'K,(aX) as the random nonnegative Borel measure 
exp'K,(aX)(x)dx on A for NE N, one has the weak convergence of {exp'K,(aX)}NEN, IP
almost surely. The limits obtained by different 'lj; 's coincide with each other almost surely. 

We denote the (IP-almost-sure) unique limit by exp0 (aX). When the probability space 
(O,IP) is (V'(A),µ 0 ), we may apply this theorem by putting X(cp) = cp. We denote by 
exp0 (acp) the associated Wick exponential. Since exp'K, is a nonnegative function for any 
N E N, the measure µi~i formally given by (1.2) is well-defined for any lal < Jg;: and 
equivalent to µ0 (see [HKK20, Corollary 2.2]). 

Our proof is a modification of Berestycki's argument [Berl 7]. See [HKK20, Section 2] 
for the detailed proof of Theorem 2.2. We only mention here that the following estimates 
has an important role in our proof. We regard a function on A x A as a periodic function 
on JR.2 x JR.2 • 

Proposition 2.3. Let G M,N be the approximated Green function defined by 

Assume that 'lj; satisfies Hypothesis 1. Then for any x, y E lR.2 with Ix - YI < 1 and any 
M,NEN, 

where the remainder term RM,N(x, y) is uniformly bounded over x, y, M, N. Moreover, 
there exist constants C > 0 and 0 > 0 such that, for any M, NE N, 
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Step (i) of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
Denote by X(cp) the solution to the stochastic heat equation (2.5) with the initial value 
cp. It is known that the Gaussian measure µa is invariant under the process X. 

Theorem 2.4 ([HKK20, Theorem 3.2]). Assume that 'I/; satisfies Hypothesis l. Let lo:I < 
-v'&r and choose parameters p and f3 as in (2.7). Then the functions 

are uniformly bounded in the space IJ'(IP' ® µa; IJ'([0, T]; B;,ff)) for any T > 0. Moreover, 
the function XN converges as N -too in the space LP([0, T]; B;,ff), IP'® µa-almost surely 
and in IJ'(IP' ® µa)- The limits obtained by different 'I/; 's coincide with each other, IP'® µa
almost surely. 

Denote by X 00 := limN-+oo XN the IP'® µa-almost-sure limit. In particular, we have 
that the random function XN (cp) converges to X 00 (cp) in the space IJ'([0, T]; B;,ff) almost 
surely, for µa-almost every cp E V'(A). 

2.3 Well-posedness of the shifted equation 

In this section, we solve the "shifted" equation (2.6) for a family { Xth>a of nonnegative 
distributions. Since any nonnegative distribution is regarded as a nonnegative Borel 
measure, the product of a continuous function f E C(A) and a nonnegative distribution 
( E V'(A) is well-defined as a signed Borel measure M(f, (). In this sense, the right hand 
side of the equation (2.6) is well-defined and we can show the following theorem. Denote 
by B;,·,t the space of nonnegative distributions in B;,q. 
Theorem 2.5 ([HKK20, Theorem 4.4]). Let p E (1, oo), f3 E (0, 2 - 2/p) and T > 0. Let 
X E IJ'([0, T]; B;,ff,+) and v E B;,;f3. Then there exists a unique element Y in the space 

<Yr= {YE LP([0, T]; C(A)) n C([0, T]; £P) ; e"y E L00 ([0, T]; C(A))} 

such that the mild equation 

holds for any t E (0, T]. Moreover, this element belongs to the space 

£P([0 T]· B 2/PH) n C([0 T]· B 8 ) 
' ' P,P ' ' P,P 

for any t5 E (0, ~(p - 1) - /3), and the solution map 

S: B 2-(3 X LP([0 T]· B-(3,+) 3 (v X) f----'t YE £P([0 T]· B2/PH) n C([0 T]· B8 ) 
P,P ' ' P,P ' ' ' P,P ' ' P,P 

is continuous. 
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As mentioned in Section 2.1, our proof is different from the standard fixed-point ar
gument applied in [DPD03, Gar20]. The key idea of our proof is summarized as follows. 

For given X, we take an approximating sequence { XN} NEN of nonnegative continuous 
functions on [O, T] x A, and consider 

0 < t :S T, N E N, 

By making use of nonnegativity of XN, we have 

in the case a < 0. Similarly, we also have Tf :S llvllc(A), 0 :S t :S Tin the case a ~ 0. 
Hence 

lle°'yN llc([o,T],C(A)) :S elal•llvllccAJ 

holds. Once we have that e°'1 N is bounded, by the Schauder estimate, TN is bounded in 
a suitable space. Then by using a compact embedding, we have a convergent subsequence 
of {TN}NEN and then identify the limit as the unique solution to the desired equation 
(2.6). See [HKK20, Section 4] for the detail of the proof of Theorem 2.5. 

3 Invariance of the exp ( 4l )2-measure 

In this section, we prove the invariance of the exp( <I> )2-measure with respect to the strong 
solution <I> obtained by Theorem 2.1. We follow the argument by Albeverio and Kusuoka 
[AK20]. Instead of the approximation (2.2), we approximates the exp(<I>)2-measure µi~b 
by 

NEN, 

where zY;l > 0 is the normalizing constant. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that the sequence 

{µ~)}NEN of probability measures weakly converges to µi~b ([HKK20, Corollary 2.2]). 

Hypothesis 2. The operators PN defined by (2.1) satisfy the following properties. 

(i) PN is nonnegative, that is, PN f ~ 0 if f ~ 0. 

(ii) For any p E (1, 2), s E IR, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 

for any f E B;,P. 

If 'ljJ is a Schwartz function and the inverse Fourier transform of 'ljJ is a nonnegative 
function, then Hypothesis 2 holds. 
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Theorem 3.1 ([HKK20, Theorem 1.4, Corollary 1.5]). Assume that 'I/; satisfies Hypotheses 
1 and 2. Let I a I < J87r and c > 0. For any N E N, consider the solution <DN = <DN ( <P) 
of the SPDE 

(3.1) {
8t~f' = ~(6 - l)<Df' - ~PNexp ( aPN<Df' - ~

2 
CN) + Wt, 

cp~ =<PE 'D'(A). 

t > 0, 

Let(N be a random variable with the law µt;) independent ofW. Then <DN,stat = <DN((N) 

is a stationary process and converges in law as N ---+ oo to the strong solution <pstat of the 
SPDE (1.1) with an initial law µi~~' on the space C([0, T]; H-e:) for any T > 0. Beisides, 

the law of the random variable cp;tat isµ~~ for any t ~ 0. Moreover, the strong solution 
ip of (1.1) belongs to the space C([0, T]; H-e:), W'-almost surely, for µ0 -almost every {or 
µ(a)_almost every) initial value 4> E 'D'(A). 

See [HKK20, Section 5] for the proof of the above theorem. Our proof consists of the 
following two steps: 

(i) {<DN,stat}NEN is tight in the space C([0, T]; H-e:) for any c > 0. 

(ii) <DN,stat converges in law to cpstat in the space C([0, T]; B;,;) for any c > 0. 

Step (ii) is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. Once step (i) is proved, then we can show that 
the convergence (ii) indeed holds in a smaller space C([0, T]; H-e:). In the proof of (i), 
the following estimates has a crucial role. Recall that Theorem 2.2 asserts only that the 
random variable <PH exp0 (a</>) belongs to LP(µo; B;,t). 
Proposition 3.2 ([HKK20, Corollary 2.3]). If lal < J&r, then there exists an exponent 
s E (0, 1) such that 

sup r II exp~(a<t>)ll;,-sµt;\d<t>) < 00. 
NENJv'(A) 

Moreover, the random variable 4> H exp0 (a</>) belongs to L 2 (µ~~; H-s). 

4 Relation with the Dirichlet form theory 

As discussed in [AR91, AKMR20], we can construct a weak solution to the equation (1.1) 
via the Dirichlet form theory. Let s E (0, 1) be an exponent used in Proposition 3.2 and 
set H = L2 (A) and E = H-s(A). Let {ek}kEZ2 be a real-valued complete orthonormal 
system of H and denote by JC't the space of all smooth cylinder functions F : E ---+ 1R 
having the form 

<PEE, 

with n EN, f E C't(lRn; JR) and li, ... , ln E Span{ ek; k E Z2 }. For FE JC't, we define 
the H-derivative DHF: E---+ H by 

n 

DHF(</>) := L Ojf( (<P, Zi), • • •, (</>,ln) )lj, <PE E. 
j=l 
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We then consider a pre-Dirichlet form (£,JCr) defined by 

£(F,G) = ~ L (DsF(cp),DsG(cp))Hµr:_~(dcp), F, GE JCb, 

where (·, •)s is the inner product of H. Applying the integration by parts formula for 
µi~6 ([HKK20, Proposition 6.1]), we obtain that (£,JCr) is closable on L2 (µi~6), so we 
can define V(£) as the completion of JCb with respect to £;12-norm. Thus, by directly 
applying the general methods in the theory of Dirichlet forms (cf. [MR92, CF12]), we 
can prove quasi-regularity of (£, V(£)) and the existence of a diffusion process M = 
(8, Q, (9t)t2 a, (wt)t 2 a, (Q1)<1>EE) properly associated with(£, V(£)). 

In this section, we discuss a relation between the strong solution obtained in Theorem 
2.1 and the diffusion process obtained as above. 

Theorem 4.1 ([HKK20, Theorem 1.6]). Let lal < J&r. Then for µi~6-almost every cp, 
the diffusion process W coincides Q1-almost surely with the strong solution <I> to the SPDE 
(1.1) with the initial value cp, driven by some L 2 (A)-cylindrical Wtka-Brnwnian motion 
W = (Wt)t2 a-

We provide a sketch of the proof. For details, see [HKK20, Section 6]. By recalling 
Proposition 3.2 and applying [AR91, Lemma 4.2], we have 

Thus applying [AR91, Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.2] and [Ond04, Theorem 13], we 
have that there exists an H-cylindrical (Qt)-Brownian motion W = (Wt)t2a defined on 
(8, Q, Q1) such that 

Wt= et(6-l)/2cp - ~ 1t e(t-s)(/::,-1)/2 exp◊(aw.)ds + 1t e(t-s)(6-l)/2dWs, 

Q1-almost surely, for µr:_6-almost every cp. 
Once we decompose W = X(cp) +~'where 

X(c/J)t := et(6-1)/2cp + 1t it-s)(6-1)/2dWs, 

then by uniqueness of the solution to the shifted equation (2.6), we can complete the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing that 

Q1( exp0 (awt) = e°'!D' · exp0 (aXt), a.e. t E [O, TJ) = 1, µi~~-a.e. cp. 

This is a consequence of the following result. 

Lemma 4.2 ([HKK20, Lemma 6.2]). Assume that the mollifier 'lj; satisfies Hypothesis l. 
Let Ea be the set of all cp E E such that the convergence 

exp0 (acp) = lim exp~(acp) 
N-+oo 

holds in B;;,f. Then, for any f E Hl+c: and cp E Ea such that f + cp E Ea, one has 

exp0 (a(f + cp)) = exp(af) exp0 (acp). 
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